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‘SPENDING CUTS’ STOP PRESS

Where Do We Go from Here?
November 14th 1980, and BWB announce that Stoke Bardoiph lock on the commercial
River Trentis in danger of collapse and that it will be closed and filled with gravel in order
to stabilise the structure. There’s no money left for repairs! Yet again a commercial
waterway, PRON and all, closes. Folly Bridge on the River Lee, was ‘stabilised’ last
January, no boats can pass, it is a commerical waterway, there is a Public Right of
Navigation, and section 104, Transport Act 1968 says thatif I could make passage before
the act, I must be able to do so today. I can’t! There's no money left for repairs!
Netherton Tunnel, closed in June 1978, will
equally as desperate as we are, the Minister
cost at least £400,000 to repair, and there is is, of course, in full sympathy with our
no chance of the job commencing in the problems and ideals, but, of course, has no
forseeable future. There’s no money left for more money, and so, in the usual selfrepairs! November 24th 1980 and the perpetuating lethargy of the cut, nobody
Government announce the latest round of does anything. The trouble is, that the
public spending cuts. BWBs external wringing of hands, and the resigned
financing limit (which is mostly grant-in- acceptance of the assumed (but not tested
aid) goes up by only 6% to £32 million, and proven to be) inevitable, does not, and
which is 10%less, in real terms, than that cannot, provide any solutions. Nero
spent this year. So, for more work, more fiddled, and is not remembered for a whole
wages and more problems, there are actually lot more, I wonder what will be written on
less funds available, so how can they even the epitaphs of BWB and IWA once the cut
attempt to do the job? The so-called pro- - is no more.
tection of Sections 104 and 105 of the 1968 So what should we do? Give up? Fight on?
Act is as nothing if the money isn’t there, Do we still want canals? Do we still need
and even those waterways which retain a canals? And does anybody really care?
PRON are now being closed. These The first industrial revolution was brought
spending cuts are forcing the Board, our about by the availability of cheap transport
custodians of our waterways, to break the on water, and it is not too fanciful to
laws laid down by our Parliament for the suggest that the second revolution could be
protection of our waterways, and we seem brought about the same way. Today, more
to be completely impotent in bringing than ever, we need to invest in Inland
pressure to bear at the right point (assuming Shipping, to ensure prosperity tomorrow.
we could find out where that point is) to Not thousands of millions on motorways
achieve any improvement. BWB agree that (for which the annual repair bill alone
we have a point, and in any case they are comes to £90 million) not hundreds of —
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on railways, just
millions
investment on waterways. BWB no
virtually impossible to cope wi
their minimal maintenance and
schedule, allowed by their prese
consider
alone
let
budget,
improvement or modernisation
existing track, as for development
track, either by the Board or by
enterprise, Hell will freeze sooner!!
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tinually being developed in Western
(see page 16), Eastern Europe, tl
and Canada, and according to the
Europe, at least, has a lower inflat
unemployment rate that we do,
mention higher productivity an
cost-effective industrial production
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Strangely enough, new waterways
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The Association has had notice of
Water Authority proposes to incre
concerned by two aspects of their pr
short term visitors is excessive and
river,this being counter-productive.
increases in the ratio between private
1, about the same as the majority of
become4 to 1 and in 1982it will be 5
We have made our views known to
the thousands of membersofall wat:
The Association has also made 1
proposed increases are rather highe:
against boatsof certain sizes, particu
There would appear to be a certain a
to the future of TWAAC. At notir
fact, we would regret its disappear:
which has direct access to the Minis
reasonable to ensure the retention
original suggestion that, given the
certain functions of that body,if this
The Restoration Committee of IWA
27th September when local councillc
work on restoration of the canal and
undertaken by them. We hope the;
many varied skills.
On the same canal, Williams Bridge
lengthy campaign both locally and r
Minister. This, like everything else :

entirely bad as the work has been do:
Rumourhasit that several TWA men
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August sleeping off the effects of burning much midnight oil in two years of preparation
for the Lee Valley Festival. All their efforts were well rewarded with an outstandingly
succesful event resulting in a record profit for restoration funds. The event has been well
reported elsewhere for those who, for whatever reason, did not attend, so I cannot add
anything to those reports exceptto say to all concerned “Well Done”.
Michael West
Region Chairman

Editorial
I would like to think that most of our readers were saddened at the fact that Windlass 155
appeared without an Editorial column. The reason was this. Having started a certain
amount of controversy by writing about members just being members, and also having
been known to criticise Council actions on occasion, I thought that I ought to put my
money where my mouth is and attempt to join Council so that I could put in my two penn’orth (if you’ll allow the mixed metaphors). Unfortunately I mentioned this in passing in the
155 Editorial and so it had to be withdrawn, as it could have been construed as an election
address, which is of course against IWA byelaws. Most of you will know by now that I was
elected to Council during the recent ballot so the problem is no more.
Theresults of this ballot were announced at the Associations AGM in September, although
it is a matter for some concern that so few members voted, or even bothered to attend to
hear about the Associations activity during the past year. Among the points that came up
for discussion during questions to the National Chairman was the Associations current
attitude to the ‘Campaign for the Restoration of the Public Right of Navigation”.
Before it was decided that “Waterways Charter 80”” would be the publicity theme for the
Lee Valley National Waterways Festival, the original intention of the Rally Committee had
been to build the publicity campaign around what most Association members consider to
be the most important battle the Association has yet to win. This is to restore the Public
Right of Navigation to those BWB Waterways from which it has been removed. This had
already been christened “The PRON Campaign” for in media terms, it had to be a winner.
However it was pointed out that to campaign publicly for the restoration of the Public
Right of Navigation could be “too controversial”” and might be “counter productive”” “at
this time’’. I suppose that as twelve years have gone by since PRON was taken away,
another twelve years won’t make a lot of difference!
The restoration of PRON has of course been an aim of IWA since it was removed by the
infamous ’68 Transport Act and indeed it is item 10 in the Campaign Document
‘Waterways Survival’ which was published earlier this year. If this particular
recommendation is such political dynamite and is so wrong for IWA, or for the future of
the waterways system, then it is surprising that it should have been included in a document
of such importance and which was so many months in preparation.
During the passage of the *68 Act, three separate Tory MPs, promised, in writing, that on
their return to power, a new Conservative administration would repeal the relevant clause
of that Act. The names of these MPs? Tony Berry, Minister without portfolio, Peter
Walker, Minister of Agriculture, and a certain Margaret Thatcher, not the least important
people in todays administration; and I did say that their commitment was in writing!!!
Probably it would be a little bit controversial, to raise the subject at this late remove, but I
thought that was what campaigning was all about. However as the National Chairman
pointed out at the AGM thisis a subject which needs a great deal of thought and discussion
and is not a problem which can be solved in a hurry.
Because of this problem the wording of ‘‘Waterways Charter 80” was formulated to
achieve a typically British compromise, and although all four clauses could besaid to be of
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equal importance the Campaign,
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Bridgeguard, thus eliminating all possibility of navigation beneath the bridge, and in spite
of continual pressure from local boat operators, business interests, the local MP, and IWA
itself, no assurance was forthcoming, other than that the bridge might be re-opened in two
to three years time. This continued closure is ofcourse illegal under section 105 of the "68
Act, and in any case the Lee enjoys a statutory PRON, but until the spotlight of
campaigning publicity was brought to bear no action was forthcoming. But after Thames
and Anglian TV highlighted the case, with their coverage of the protest rally, and the Radio
4 Checkpoint programme brought pressure to bear, BWB agreed to repair the Bridge this
year. Of course they always were going to do the job this year, it’s just that the protest
Rally and its’ subsequent publicity jogged their memory, after they’d forgotten to include
it in this years stoppage lists.
Now you may be wondering, whatis the connection? Well it’s simply this, BWB haven’t
got enough money to do their job, and now the Government are, in the words of the Good
Book, “going to take away even that which they hath””. The River Leeis protected by both
the '68 Act and a statutory Right of Navigation, and yet they were either happy to seeit
remain closed for three years or so, or simply hadn’t got the resources to rectify the
situation. So what is likely to be the official attitude to waterways which are not so

protected. I believe that we do need to campaign for the return of PRON. I must emphasise
however, that this is my personal view, and not neccessarily the official attitude of the
Association at this time. I also believe that it is more important now, than at any time in the
last 12 years, especially as the lady who said that she would return the PRON is now Prime
Minister, and also because the launch of ‘British Freight Waterways, Today and
Tomorrow’ highlights the need for action mow. Finally, if HMG are insistent on
abolishing our quango, IWAAC, with its statutory protections and rights of consultation,
why not insist on the reverse quid-pro-quo of the re-instatement of Section 17 of the 1873
Regulation of Railways Act, the actual clause which removed the PRON from the statute
books? After all, the whole ofthe rest of the Act is still part of the law of the land. Windlass
would like to know how you feel, for you do represent 25% of the membership of the
Association, a not inconsiderable body of opinion.
Should we, or should we not, campaign for the return of the Public Right of Navigation to
our Waterways?

The Public Right of Navigation
by Lord St Davids
In IWA Bulletin No 97 of March 1971, Lord St Davids, who has recently been elected an
Honorary Life Member of the Association, wrote an article about the Public Right of
Navigation, which was removed by the 1968 Transport Act, and which IWA had fought to
retain. In Windlass 155 amidst some controversy we published an article by David
Blagrove on the same subject. In 1971, Bulletin, which was never afraid to be controversial,
was able to publish Lord St Davids’ article, but today he has to turn to Motor Boat and
Yachting to have his views published, and with permission of Lord St. Davids and Motor
Boat and Yachting we publish his article in full below.
You have a right to navigate the roads with your car, having paid the proper licence fee.
You have a right to navigate the great free rivers of England which have been navigable for
“time out of mind”’, though you need to pay for a licence which helps with the upkeep of
the locks and other navigation aids. But you now have no right to navigate the nationalised
canal system.
Rights are useful things to have even if their use has to be limited by common sense. When
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a road is closed for urgent repairs, c
insist that you must pass, that you
authorities have a duty to do whati

the factory gates.
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true that from the goodness of thei
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It is also true that an enforceable
elsewhere simply because people ar
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rivers either. A little more reason
Trade Unions are at this momentr
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Legal protections have a way of ma
various Discrimination Acts passed
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used.
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is totally wrong. There were oncece
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rights.
The canal system was built at the sa
legal foundations. You have therig
insisted on this or the roads would
your own land you may need pl
Parliament for you do not need pov
Compulsory purchase became a ne
it any landowner could hold the bus
work altogether. Parliament has al
sell their property it should only be
some form of dedication clause wer
navigation. The canal proprietors i:
as thin and flimsy a dedication clau
company which had passenger cr
excluded. The early legalpicture is i
later sorted things out.
The turning point came when the
traffic difficult on them in order tc
and in the Regulation of Railways
their canals repaired (b) them fille
them “open to all persons desirou
right of navigation even thoughit
also showed that Parliament thougt
so.
The railway companies had to obey
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softwood so that stoppages became frequent, allowing silting to make navigation slow and
difficult, and making stupid little rules to discourage boatmen.
Things stood thustill the railways and canals were nationalised after the War, the lot being
handed to one organisation which through its railway domination treated the canals as the
railways always had.
The cargo firms found things going from bad to worse, with the Authority quoting in its
defence legal cases under the old confused Acts. The cargo firms quoted the Regulation of
Railways Act on the grounds that the Authority was a railway company and that therefore
that Act applied to all its canals. The Authority lost all the cases and finally tried a dirty
trick. In the Bill which came before Parliament in 1962 and whose purpose was to put the
railways and canals under separate control they inserted a clause which read that “Section
17 of the Regulation of Railways Act of 1873 shall apply to all canals taken over from a
railway company’’.
This was very near a deliberate fraud. To begin with, its meaning was obscure to all except
the deeply initiated. Even if you had read Section 17, not to be found amongst usual
popular literature, it appeared at first sight to grant navigation rights. But it limited by
inclusion. Anything not included was excluded. This is a very old legaltrick, and the truth
was that hardly a single railway-owned canal then remained open legally to navigation. The
new clause would have removed the right of navigation from just aboutthe lot.
When this act was passing through the House of Lords I managed to put in a complicated
amendment, designed by the Inland Waterways Association, to correct this, but we got the
wording wrong and I had to withdraw it. The late Lord Conesford, a very eminent
barrister, then joined me in trying to get it right. His amendment, which was accepted by
Lord Hailsham for the Government and becamepart of the Act, simply removed the words
‘from a railway company’’. From that date on the 1873 right of navigation applied to “all
canals taken over”, in fact just about all the canals in the country.
This was too much for the lawyers. They argued that it was too restricting on the new
Board. Boating people suffering from some deficiency of the canal might be able to sue
them. In the Transport Bill which came before Parliament in 1967 the right of navigation
on the canals was totally abolished.
I tried an amendment to replace it. It was a mess and I had to withdraw it. I tried a better
one. It was criticised in detail but I took it to a vote. It came out a tie! But changes in a Bill
can only be made by an actual majority so I had lost. By now I had learnt enough to
produce a third and much better amendment which this time the House of Lords passed by
a large majority. In the Commons, however, the Labour government of the day had it
thrown out. The Conservative opposition spokesman praised the amendment’s moderation
and practicality and promised that when they returned to power they would see that it was
enacted. Subsequent Conservative Governments have failed to keep that promise.
It is hard to see why. The old 1873 Act freedoms gave no trouble in all their long years,
however many lawyers were unhappy over the possibilities. In England the law is supposed
to be enforced reasonably and it very usually is.
It is also noticeable that a right of navigation still exists on all the old Free Riversin spite of
the fact that they all have locks, weirs, canal cuts, and all the many kinds of equipment that
that canals have. In addition they have water supply and drainage duties which in times of
very heavy or very light flow can cause them to hinder navigation badly, yet nobody has
suggested that the right of navigation should be removed on these rivers nor that the right
has caused any trouble. If the rivers have lived with it happily all the years “since time out
of mind” why cannot we have the right that I suggested, the Lords passed, and the
Conservatives promised?
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Any Future for IWAAC?
It is often claimed that the true worth of a thing is not really appreciated untilit is lost. It
appears that unless we are very careful we are soon to test the truth of this statement in
relation to IWAAC - the Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory Council and, perhaps, even
to parts of the canal system.
IWAAC owes its existence and its powers to the 1968 Transport Act; it was set up to be a
kind of consumer watchdog on BWB’s activities but, in recent years, it has developed into
a respected, critical and independent pressure group for the waterways. As a statutory
body it is the only canal oriented organisation with the right of access to BWB and the
Minister. It is by no means perfect; its record to date is not one of unqualified success (for
example, it has yet to succeed in its recommendations for the upgrading of certain
remainder waterways) but it can point to successes and is surely worth retaining.
Admittedly,it is a quango and as such is under sentence of death. But the execution cannot
be carried out until the Government passes the necessary legislation.
Many waterway organisations, including the IWA Council, have decided that it is
impossible to eliminate the statutory functions of IWAAC and still retain its effectiveness,
even though this is what the Minister hopes will happen. It cannot be stressed too strongly
that no system can have value if it does not oblige those involved to listen, yet this is the
main feature the Minister is anxious to abolish. If we lose this right of access, we are left
with nothing. Forthis simple but vital reason, IWA policy is to campaign for the retention
of IWAAC.
All IWA Branches and Regions are asked to establish a close liaison with all interested
groups in their areas and to persuade them to adopt the same policy. Our support for
IWAAC should be expressed forcibly, at every opportunity and members are asked to join
in. Letters to IWAAC, supporting its retention, should be sent before the end of January
1981. Similar letters should be sent to the Minister (so that he will be aware of the
widespread opposition to his proposals) letters to MPs and the press would give added
impetus to the campaign.
The Government’s stated policy is to save money by abolishing quangos - a very laudable
attitude. However, if IWAAC goeslittle will be saved; in 1979 it cost £30,000 becauseits
members receive no pay. If it is abolished many of its present functions will become the
responsibility of BWB. There will be little, if any, saving; there will be no guarantee that
anyone will listen. It is fair to say that the end result will be a much less satisfactory system;
BWB's already inadequate resources and staff will be stretched still further and some will
be diverted from their real function of running the waterways.
Given the demise of IWAAC, the Inland Waterways Association has offered to help in any
way it can and this offerstill stands. But we would prefer to see IWAAC remain; for a long
time it has fought for a fair deal for the waterways, now we want to help in its struggle to
retain its identity. Some years ago we saved BWB from dismemberment; if we make our
views known now (and that implies a willingness to oppose legislation if the Government
remain unconvinced) we ought to save IWAAC. But this can only be doneif you help now.
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The Wey & Arun Canal
Any new reader of Windlass might t
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Windlass 155 Mystery Photograph Competition.
In Windlass 155 we published a photograph of a derelict lock somewhere on the canal
system. Unfortunately owing to a slight hiccup between writing and printing the clue
somehow dissapeared. However two readers made a noble effort of identification. Bert
Pettitt of Oxford Branch suggested the Two lock line between Dudley No 1 & 2 on the
BCN, but couldn’t work out why it should be No 8. Martin Haigh of London Branch
somehow managed to come up with the right answer. Lock 8 of the Ogley Flight on the
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Northlands Bridge. A purpose
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movement, some of whom really should know better as they could easily benefit the cause
of the Canal, who regard the Wey & Arun as a ‘no hope’ scheme. I will answer some of
their points. The Canal has not been built over - in fact due to its completely rural location
it has escaped the builders and fillers in to a greater extent than some of the restored
waterways that have been fully or partly reopened. The only part of canal bed that has been
lost is at the extreme north near the junction with the Wey - there are other feasible ways of
joining with the river so this is not a problem. Yes, there are causewayed road crossings there are however none providing as great an obstacle as the notorious one on the
Montgomery or even Aldermaston on the K & A - there is still sufficient headroom for
navigation in most places and where there is not, it can be provided by building locks
‘upstream’ (if such a term can be used about a canal) of the bridge to replace old locks
‘downhill’ from the bridge - as the old locks concerned would need to be completely rebuilt
anyway this is not really much extra effort. The restoration works have not been at the
expense of other projects - of the regular working party members none of them would have
worked on say the Basingstoke had there been no Wey & Arun project (in fact, without
detracting from the project at all it is true in many cases to say that people work on the Wey
and Arun for an enjoyable day out in convivial surroundings rather that any passionate
desire to restore a waterway - so the W & A has brought people into the active restoration
movement). As for money - grants have been gratefully received on a few occasions, but
the vast majority of the money spent so far has been raised entirely by the Wey & Arun
Canal Trust’s own efforts. It is also perfectly true to say that locks and bridges have
completely disappeared - however proof thatthis is not necessarily a barrier to restoration
can be seen in the work carried out so far on the W & A and to a greater extent on the
‘Hutchings’ waterways such as the Avon.

So why has a David Hutchings-type character not yet re-opened the Wey & Arun? The
answerto that question is contained within the area of land ownership. The canal was sold
off piecemeal when it closed in the 19th century, so today it belongs to many different
people - with virtually every land owner having a different attitude to the restoration plans.
Farmers being what they are, very few openly support the Trust but many have granted
leases and agreements - these (coincidentally?) being probably the most progressive and
efficient in their farming methods - perhaps they are thinking of the future leisure industry.
Some are opposed to the restoration - as they owned their stretch of canal before anybody
had even thought of restoring it their views are respected and the Trust has a good
relationship, or at least does its utmost to maintain one, with all landowners despite some
peoples’ comments to the contrary.
Thus, if all the Canal was immediately available to the Trust, an enterprising character with
a couple ofexcavators, a large quantity ofsheet piling and a supply of concrete could now
be well on the way to having completed it. As this is not the case, the Trust has to work on
the principle that land does not always stay in the same ownership - new leases will be
granted or the Trust will buy parts of the canal (which it is in a position to do) and a new
owner will be aware from the start of the restoration project.
It is this one fact alone which makes the Wey and Arun a long term project, at least for
complete restoration, so when work is done on a section where there is an agreement, that
work has to be done to a standard which will ensure it is still standing when the canal is
opened, rather than a ‘quick bodge’ as boats are waiting! (not meaning of course that all
other schemes employ such methods!) The work itself takes a long time but there is the
satisfaction that it is done properly (would you believe the foundations for Northlands
bridge go down 12 feet below water level?): Some ofthe earlier work may be showing signs
of deterioration but thatcan be put down to learning - the Wey & Arun Canal Trust has
learnt a lot, although of course there is plenty more to learn!
I hope we have been able to show just how the Wey & Arun differs from the other
restoration projects and to set the record straight on a number of questions. I have not

repeated the usual account of the history of the Canal and the restoration ‘so far’ as this
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Your Letters
The Editor,
Windlass.

Grinstead Lane,
Lancing, W Sussex.

Dear Sir,

This is an appeal for anyone in the Solent &
Arun Branch area, who would be willing to
give a talk and slide show to outside
organisations. An example would be local
branches of the Womens Institutes.
If there is anyone out there, could you
please contact me. Your branch needs you.

Yours faithfully,
A Dyer, Branch Secretary.

Earlierthis year I noticed that the creek was
always in a state of low water and
discovered that the mouth of the creek had
been blocked off as part of the bank raising
taking place on the Thames down stream of
the barriersite.
Now the creek contains nothing more than
a few inches of water and the navigation has
been lost.
Yours sincerely,
B F Bridges.
The Editor,
Windlass.

Culworth,
Banbury, Oxon.

DearSir,
The Editor,
Windlass.

41 Church View,
Banbury, Oxon.

DearSir,

The Banbury Section are holding an
auction of boat gear etc, on similar lines to
the Guildford Auction on Sunday April
12th 1981. There will also be some stalls etc
outside, and we are calling it the South
Midlands Waterways Auction and Fayre. It
will be held at the Spiceball Mill, Banbury,
which is next to Banbury Town Lock.
Final decisions will be made later as to the
exact details.
Yourse sincerely,
Brendon O’Farrell.

The Editor,
Windlass.

DearSir,
Recent mention in Windlass to the Right of
Navigation leads me to wonder if any
attempt was made by the IWA to retain
Navigation Rights on the Ingrebourne River
(Rainham Creek). This tidal river was, until
this year, navigable at high water from the
Thames for 1% miles to Rainham Essex
Railway Bridge. There was a depth of at
least 4-5ft at high water and the old barge
wharf above the rail bridge could have been
developed as moorings. The creek saw an
occasional boat exploring at high water.
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I found the article by Tam Murrell in
Windlass 155 very interesting. It was
satisfying to obtain views on commercial
waterway carrying from one who is actually
doing the job. I should like to makeit clear
that I know virtually nothing about
commercial carrying but am fascinated by
the subject.
It always seems to me to be sensible to move
goods by a mode of trnasport which makes
economical use of fuel energy, and of
course carriage by water is one such
method, in terms of fuel used per ton/mile
of goods moved. Water carriage may
consume more labour in terms of
man/hours per ton/mile but at present with
the unemployed figure approaching 2
million persons, labour is not a scarce
resource. however fossil fuel is a finite

Inland Shipp
Grain Traffic Success
For several months now two small
omy and environmental acceptabi
comes from Canada and arrives in 1
via the Thames and Wey, to Cox’s |
The two companies concerned a
operating their 70 foot Trent barge
Lux motor Anny. Both vessels are
these boats move as much grain bet
of 20 tonne payload can move in 3!
of waterway transport for this part
per ton carried compared with ro
completely ceases to use road trar
London per week. The resultant sa
general reduction in polution of th
could if repeated for other suitab
private costs without the deprivatic
One ofthe factors that has helped t
given by the Thames Conservanc

resource, and although we in this country
are being shored up at present by North Sea
Oil, it would not surprise me if in 20 years
time that supply is virtually exhausted.
If the law of supply and demand were to
operate freely then one would expect labour
to be cheap whenit is in surplus, but, due to
various factors, including our social
legislation, this is not the case. Therefore
the cost of labour, as well as that of fuel,
must be considered when comparing
various methods of transport.
Another major cost is depreciation. I have
no idea of the cost of constructing a
working boat as compared to making a
lorry, or lorries, designed to carry similar
payloads. However I should have thought

Clinton and Ann)
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considerable eforts to improve the channel above Thames lock on the Wey and have
carried out improvements to Weyb ridgeTown lock. These improvements have enabled the
boats to comeclose to their maximum payloads. This investment in the tract has, in turn,
given the impetusto the owners of Cox’s Mill to depend entirely on waterway transport for
their incoming grain from the end of this year. Let us hope that other navigation
authorities in the year ahead are allowed to adopt a similar approach in the South East so
that industry and companies such as Murrells and Argo have the confidence to invest in
waterway transport, when it is the cheapest, most energy efficient and environmentally
acceptable mode of transport to use.
It is also interesting to note that although, by Continental standards, 70 tonne boats are
almost too small to be cost efficient this particular traffic not only represents considerable
cost savings to the Mill but it is also a profitable and worthwhile operation for the two carrying companies involved. Its viability is much helped by the fact that the grain moves
between two waterside locations and transhipmentis unnecessary, the boats being suitable
for both estuarial waters and the narrow waters of the River Wey.

National Waterways Transport Association
The National Waterways Transport Association (NWTA) was formed at the Freightwaves
75 Conference, Britain’s first international conference on inland waterway transport,
which was held at the London World Trade Centre in June 1975. The Association provides
a national forum to bring together all involved in, or concerned with, large-scale inland
waterway transport and aims to present to the Government, local authorities, industry,
trade unions, commerce and the general public the economic and environmental benefits of
inland waterway transport.
The Association has furthered these aims, inter alia, by:1. Pressing for a changed national policy that will put waterway transport on an equal basis
with other modese.g. by the extension of Section 8 - type railway grants to waterways;
2. Seeking the support and co-operation of transport and other bodies to effect changes in
transport policy;
3. Encouraging local authorities to support waterway developments, waterway industrial
siting and the provision of inland ports and terminals;
4. Encouraging the maximum efficient commercial use of existing, improved and new
waterways;
5. Identifying the secondary uses of commercial waterways, such as water transfer, storage,
power generation and encouraging their recreational and environmental aspects as
:
compatible with their transport function.
The Association is served by an Executive Committee of 12 members, drawn from a wide
range of fields reflecting the range of Association members.
;
If you would like further details about the activities of The NWTA please contact Glenn
Millar, at Melbury House, Melbury Terrace, London, NW 1

Development of the Rhone
by Mark Baldwin
Althoughit is often argued that the widespread use of inland shipping in mainland Europe
is merely a result of the presence of large naturally navigable rivers, anyone who has
examined the waterways of continental Europe will quickly realise how misguided this view
is. Basle, for instance, wasvirtually inaccessible by barge until the 20th century; in 1904 a
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mere 470 tonnesof traffic was han
has produced substantial improvem
Basle’s traffic to 8 million tonnes a
Hull or Newcastle.
The Rhone is another river on whic
The difficult currents alternating v
particularly vulnerable to railway cc
ceased until a new investment progr.
large new dams and locks have t
navigation, irrigation and hydro-po
the sea, and 30km downstream
following article, translated from
describes.

Today’s opening of the Vaugris Dan
Lyons and the Mediterranean for $
out by the Compagnie Nationale du |
sets, and a lock 12 metres wide and 1
to large-scale navigation between L

depth of water will be 3.5 metres, a
propelled barges of 300 to 900 to
Mediterranean.
The Vaugris Dam has cost 350 milli
CNR below Lyons, its role is not to
water, to reduce the currents and th:
the improved river, only % HP/ton
the improvement. Craft trading bi
through 12 Locks whose total lift i
locksis 13 metres, ie about 40 feet).
The next step in establishing a
Mediterranean Sea Will be the ir
confluence with the Rhone at Lyons
also mean canalising some 100km c
new 123km canal, with 24 locks, the

Some Impressions of N
After many visits to Germany I h
waterways and the large amount of
which are still larger than ours, are al
The main waterway of the north is t
the Hanover industrial region andtc
much charm about it. From theair c
every 500 metres, moving purpos
Brunswick moredirectly with the po
Canalhas recently been opened, wh:
East Germantolls. It runs from W
crossing the sandy uplands of the Lu
concrete. It descends by two devices
the now famous Scharnebeck Lift -

about Scharnebeck to thevisitoristl
less than five minutes. The quality o
hardly a drop of water escapes from
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W.J.M. Beckwith

Glossary of Inland Shipping Terms
Many articles and items of literature on Inland Shipping can be rather heavy going and can
often abound in jargon and unintelligable abbreviations. The following is an attempt to
clear away any mystique that may have thus been created. We will continue the Glossary in
subsequent issues and certain items will be looked at in greater depth.
Your help in future issues would be welcomed. Don’t hesitate to ask for the explanation of
a term that has always mystified you, or if you have pet definitions we’d like you to share
them.
BCYV (or BCS) - Barge Carrying Vessels (or Barge Carrying Ships). This is a good one to
start with because due to a rapid growth of this side of the industry in recent years several
different systems have evolved each with their own terminology. We will publish in the next
issue a table giving outline details and specifications of the mothercraft and the barges
carried.

BACAT - This system was developed specifically for use between the Humber and
Rotterdam with inland penetration of the BACAT barges to such places as Leeds, Selby,
Rotherham and Gainsborough. The barge dimensions, therefore, related to the lock sizes
of the waterways of the area. Other BCV systems being too large, the 147 tonne capacity was
adopted as a compromise to allow maximum penetration. In 15 months of operation
commencing in 1974 the system proved technically effective but had to be abandoned
because of opposition by small sectionalinterests, in particular the dockers at Hull. As the
BACAT system was tailor made to allow maximum use of Britain’s limited waterwaysit is
⑧
deplorable that it was not allowed to operate as intended.
To be continued.

The Windlass Inland Shipping Supplement is produced by the IWA S E Region Inland Shipping
Committee. All communications to the Windlass Editor as the usual address.
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that the useful life of a boat would
much longer than that of the lorr
unusual to see a lorry of over 10 y:
on the roads today; indeed I guess |
majority are under half that age. Hc
would expect a canal boat to last 21

given reasonable maintenance, ev
were in daily commercial use.
When the Kennett and Avon Canal
restored I wonder whether it could

ay

Another busy waterway is the Lowere Weser. It is divided into pounds about ten miles long
with weirs, power stations and locks between each. The traffic is quite heavy (about one
vessel every ten minutes) but nothing like the Rhine. Most of the upstream traffic is
⑧
destined for Hanover and Minden.
One noticeable feature is that many towns have their own ‘‘hafen’’ with deep-water
moorings, a crane or two and otherfacilities. Larger towns may have their own branch
canal. At Verden, for instance, (on the Aller, a smaller tributary of the Weser, about the
size of the Trent) there is no built-up quay but a travelling grab on a gantry which extendsover the mooring place and unloads coal from waiting barges. This all helps to feed the
traffic and without these facilities on commercial waterways in England there is not much
prospect for an increase in trade.
‘There is also a certain amount of sailing and cruising craft on the Weser and the Aller.
These appear to be used more for a weekend jaunt rather than for making long passages.
There are no hire vessels available, although the Aller and the upper Weser go through
attractive countryside. Commercial traffic on the Aller above Verden has declined
considerably but nevertheless the large locks are meticulously maintained. It would be a
good location for a hire fleet to base itself.
One disappointing feature of German rivers is that they do not appear to have had
towpaths, so a riverside walk means repeated crossings of wire fences and detours looking
for footbridges over tributaries - not generally recommended.
In conclusion the traffic on the main waterways is prospering but that on the smaller UKsize ones seem to be static - probably due to the increase in vessels of ‘Europaship’ size
which cannot navigate them.

commercial use? There must be
discharged at Avonmouth that in p
their way to towns on the canal :
Thames. From information given
BBC farming reports, I gather that
about £10 a ton to move gra
feedstuffs from the West (pres
Avonmouth) to the East by road tra
A barge capable of navigating the
Canal would carry about 70 tons, I i1
so it would seem if onc could comp
trip from Avonmouth to London at
cost less than £700 then one could c
with road transport. I’m assumi
barge would return unladen to Avon
but if a backload were found then s
the better. As this country seems
in
on
heavily
so
relying
manufactured goods from Euro;
Japan, then I imagine that a propor
them arrive at Tilbury, so surely a
load could be found from this source
The purpose of this letter is to st

comments from readers. I hope th:
Murrell and others will have time to
or confirm the suppositions that
made, and supply missing details, :

the cost of a 70 ton motor barge.
Yours faithfully,
M Rowling.
The Editor,
Windlass.

Rowar
Wootton Bassett

DearSir,
“I hope all this does not make us
unduly pessimistic’’, says Tam À
while discussing commercial carrying
inland waterways (Windlass No 155
the simple answeris, “It does”.
It is, of course, true that there are v
boats that could be used immediately
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everyone else, realise more and more, the
increasing advantages, both economic and

ecological, that transfer of carrying from
road to water, will bring. This transfer will
lead to better morale among BWB workers
and a better organisation of stoppages and
maintenance work.
A similar change of attitude would, if it is
indeed needed, slowly occur with APCO
and other waterway organisations. I
personally, as a private boater, would be
only too pleased to give way to commercial
carriers on the cut, and, realising the overall
benefits to all that such activity brings,
other private boaters would too. In the
meantime more power to the Murrells of
the world, and let us drink to their success with lime juice, of course.
Bert Pettitt,
Oxford Branch.

advance. So do maintenance costs incurred
by smashing hell out of the craft trying to
stop them on the mountain of bedsteads etc
below each lock.
A 20 tonne lorry costs £40,000. A 70 tonne
motorbarge would probably cost about
£60,000 +, but this could be wildly out nobody has had it done for some time.
Maintenance costs on both lorries and
for
allowance
the
exceed
boats
depreciation. Overheads on both need
allowance for running a base. Lorry firms
have a better chance of finding cheap land
than a boat firm. Even if you have private
mooring facilities there is good chance that
BWB will still levy a ‘mooring’ fee. Lorry
fleets have a much better chance of picking
up casual loads, although BWB depots at
Brentford and Enfield have minimum loads
of 5 tonnes for making up barges of mixed
cargoes for export.

Sincerely
The Editor,
Windlass.

Bulls Bridge Wharf,
Southall, Middx.

Dear Sir,

Without answering the points raised by
your correspondents in detail here are some
facts and figures they, or any other interested individuals can play around with.
Grain Tilbury-Weybridge; A round trip of
120 miles including 10 locks is 16 hours
boating, + 4 hours unloading with a crew
of two; uses 25 gallons of fuel oil and
delivers 50 tonnes. When boat capacity is 70
tonnes, as is now beginning to occur,
journey time and fuel consumption are
about 30%up for the 40%increase in payload. Manned Thames locks take ‘4 hour
or more to pass.
Limejuice. Brentford - Boxmoor; Two
round trips are 120 miles including 144

locks, taking 44 hours boating and 12 hours

un/loading with a crew of three; uses 25
gallons of fuel oil (smaller engine required)
and delivers 100 tonnes. Boats capacity of
70 tonnes per trip cannot be attained by
reason of depth of canal.
Unmanned canal locks take 4 minutes to
pass. The canaltrip can be done with a crew
of two, but boating time increases if there is
no lock wheeler getting locks ready in
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The official reason for the edito
‘censored’ from Windlass 155 he
been spelt out in this issue. Furtl
Jrom the so-called electioneering
to be deleted, 90% of the previo:
matter is contained in this issue’s
only the topicality to LVNWF a
two (possibly) personalised refer
missing. The sad thing is that the
of the article is now to history ai
the then future campaigning at
which in the event, didn’t happen.

The Editor,
Windlass.

T Murrell

The Editor,
Windlass

Afterall they seem to be the only
whom BWBtake anynotice these
I look forward to a reply
Association in a future issue.
Yours sincerely,
Ray Butler.

St Andrews Road,
Enfield, Middx.

DearSir,

I was somewhat disturbed to read in Coast
and Country(vol 9, no 5) allegations that
Council had censored, and indeed had had
destroyed an entire print run of Windlass
155 because it contained an article
suggesting that the Charter ’80 campaign
had been watered down as it might upset
hire boat firms, worried that the truth
aboutthe state of the cut might frighten off
their potential customers.
I would like to see in your columns some reassurances from the present Council (for
the alleged Windlass 155 scandal took place
before the recent Council elections) that
firstly, if the allegations are false a denial
will be issued; for stories of this sort can do
the unity of the Association no good atall.
Secondly, I would like to think that the
current Council intend to devote their
energies to defending the interests of individual users, who need defence, rather
than those of the commercial interests who
are very well able to look after themselves.

Princes Ris
A

DearSir,

I was sad to read the letter from J
Ward, and I have every sympathy
But I really cannot accept her har
about me. She in fact underlines
point I was making - that many 1

C
E GI
Specialist
brochuresà

COLSTON GRAI
276 KENTISH TC
Telephone: 01-21
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Windlass Canal Disasters
There is a long standing tradition in Windlass of seeing the funny side of canalling
disasters, as in ‘The Great 1978 Sanitary Station Disaster’, and others. Earlier this yearit
seemed that about half of the Windlass readership witnessed what almost became ‘The
Great 1980 Lock Disaster’. You see,it’s like this. When you don’t own a real narrowboat
(the cognoscenti insist that the only real ones carried cargoes and had back cabins and
Bolinders and things), they’re a little bit narrowerthat the traditional 7 foot beam, and it’s
awfully tempting to see if they’ll go through those rather narrow river Stort locks, side by
side. The thing is, some they do and some they don’t. And once you’ve established that
they don’t, nobody else can use the lock. Meanwhile, five hours later, one or two other
boats sort of arrive and view the ensuing panic with varying degrees of glee and delight, or
resignation and dismay. Well, asuming that you’d been daft enough to become stuck in the
first place, what would you have done? The boats would move neither forwards or
backwards, or up or down. I think we were entitled to our little touch of panic. However
there was this humourist who arrived on the scene and decided that the time had come to
pen new lines to that famous canal ditty The Bolinder Song’ in order to commemorate the
occasion, and it goes after this fashion:There is a cut in Hertfordshire known asthe River Stort,

To go in locks there two abreast you really didn’t ought.
The width is only thirteen six and some are thirteen three.
When “Ghostie” and “The Duck” locked up - result was misery!
Oh! The boats they did stickfast,
Titti Fa La, Titti Fa Lay
And hours and hours did pass
Titti Fa La, Titti Fa Lay
’Til an enormous queue
Put thirty in the crew
And they bounced the b-----s through,
Titti Fa La, Titti Fa Lay.

Tra La Titti Fa La, smacking it into the cut.
Perhaps you might be able to commemorate your disaster in similar fashion. The well
known Windlass ‘no-prize’ competition prize will be awarded to the writer of the best entry
received. Strangely enough,this article was the last part of Windlass to be ‘put to bed’ and
although a superb additional verse had been written to commemorate the exploits of the
writer of the above slanderous lines, it was at this point that the other members of the
Windlass ‘team’ suddenly seemed to run out of editorial space. Who says the Editor’s word
is final? Eat your heart out, Ray, all will be revealed in Windlass 157!

Charles Stock receiving som
Lee Valle

Before his return journey Charles
the protest at Folly Bridge.
Chelmsford Branch say “Thank yo
Branch.
Windlass also commends Charles c
for conditions on some parts of the
considerable part of the journey. E

Sailing boat delivers products for sale at the 1980 Festival.
Charles Stock sailed his boat Shoal Waters from his mooring at Heybridge Basin up the
Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation to Chelmsford on Saturday, 9th August, where he took
on board products from Chelmsford’s industries, back to Heybridge, round Foulness
Point and into the Thames by Southend-on-Sea. He joined the river Lee at Limehouse and
delivered his cargo to the Festival, all without the aid of an engine.
Exhibition items were an electronic camera tube and an X-band pulse magnetron from the
English Electric Valve Co., a display plaque of ball bearing manufacture from R H P
Ltd. The Marconi Company presented a book and Britvic a crate of fruit juice for auction
for the funds.
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Reinstating an eroded bar
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Region Slide Library
Some members will no doubt have joined the Association after hearing an IWA speaker
give an illustrated talk at their club. Whilst many of our speakers have their own collections
of slides and these do occasionally need supplementing, some other speakers, of course,
have no source of pictures. For these reasons the South-East Region has a library of slides
which has been built up by Geoff Lane.
Geoff has now had to relinquish this job and we thank him for his assistance in conveying
the canalstory by assembling and maintaining our library.
This has now been transferred to the care of Mike Stimpson and the message for the future

is:1. If you give lectures and need slides contact Mike at 83 Sunny Bank Road, Potters Bar,
Herts. EN6 2NL. (Tel: Potters Bar 58134).
2. If you have any canalslides that you don’t need, Mike will be pleased to add them to the
library. Send them to him at the above address, and help to spread the message.

‘Studying Canals’
Over the years the Association has received regular enquiries from teachers, students and
children for guidance on studying waterways, Although there are many books on the
subject, there has been virtually no detailed ‘‘study guidance’ available, and this was
obviously a field worth investigating by IWA.
The Publicity Committee has now produced a leaflet called Studying Canals, both to meet
such requests and to be offered widely to schools and colleges.
“Canals”, as always, includesthe linked rivers, and the leaflet covers two aspects. First it
outlines waterway history and describes what can be looked for today onvisits and cruises,
with lists of topics for individual and group study. Then it lists sources of information of
all kinds - books, maps, films museums, trip boats, magazines, etc., with relevant
addresses.
Theleaflet is available free to genuine enquirers who send a large stamped addressed
envelope to: The Inland Waterways Association (Study Leaflet), 114 Regent’s Park Road,
London NW1 8UQ.

There will be a series of Lectures on
School, Sloane Avenue, London S
January (enrolment) and first ses:
February. All sessions are from 7-9 |
second hald of the term. The Lectur
London Branch will be holding a re
Waterways Weekend’. Full details *

London Branch Boating Events
Crane River II. Sunday, 5 April 198
to the Head of Navigation on one
London Apprentice P.H. Isleworti
Further details: David Wood, 20 W:
May Day Five Rings. 2-4 May 1981
high, and 3’ draught. A chanceto ci
in London, with informal evening g:
Saturday. Sunday in East London.
Brentford, ETA 15.30. (HW Lor
Monday 14.58 BST). Details from N
May-Day Holiday Weekend Cruise.
many of Londons Waterways,incluc
the tideway. This will be a low co
demand. The anticipated route is:
Paddington Basin, Regents Hertf
Limehouse Basin, returning on Moi
will be a Buffet supper on one night.
May Day Cruise Entry From

Around the Region
London Branch News & Events
New Venue: London Branch social meetings are now held at University College, Gower
Street, London, WC1 in the Old Refectory, with its own bar facilities. Nearest underground
stations are Warren Street of Euston Square. Car parking is avaialble. Use main entrance
in Gower Street (which is one-way going south).
Thursday 15 Janaury: Hugh McKnight ‘“Canals of E France - including Arzviller inclined
plane”.
Thursday 19 February: John Humphries “The Golden Valley””-film of the Thames and
Severn Canal.
Thursday 19 March: London Branch AGM-Plus Billy Morris “My Stuart Burton Trophy
trip to Northwich””.
Thursday 9 April: Dr. Roger Squires-‘The Trent and Severn of Canada”.
Thursday 21 May: Roger Wilkinson-‘‘A Canoe’s eye-view of some unusual S Eastern
Waters”.
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Evening Buffet YES/NO, No of pers

Would you pay £1.50 for a plaque...
Please return to M D Adams, 84 Br
later.
Chess and Troy Cut Saturday 2
explorations off the main line. Br
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Details Mike Stimpson, (Tel 87-70425 between 10.30/12.00 daily).
Other future events include a Mole & Ember expedition next September. Details at London
Branch Socials, or SAE to London Branch Secretary.
Further events for your Diary.
20 June 1981. Thames Sailing Barge Passage Match organised by Blue Circle from
Gravesend at HW to Pinn Mill and Ipswich. Also Thames Lighter Driving Match organised
by Transport on Water, Greenwich to Westminster at HW (HW London Bridge 16.35 BST).

Guildford and Reading Branch News and Events.
Diary Dates
Monday 26 January: Songs of the Waterways. Barry Skinner
Lounge Bar, Centre Hall, Woking.
Friday 27 February: Silver Sword Waterways. John Gagg. Southcote Library, Coronation
Sq. Southcote, Reading. Joint meeting with Kennet and Avon Canal Trust.
Monday 23 March: AGM plus film and members slides. Bring along your slides. Centre
Halls, Woking.
Monday 27 April: Tow path walking. Marc Ferdman. Centre Halls, Woking.
All meetings timed at 7.30 for 8.00pm.
Lock One Basingstoke Canal. Work continues on restoring this first lock on the
Basingstoke. A very kind local building firm has lent us sufficient scaffolding to enable us
to get down to replacing both the lock side walls. The concreting of the bottom cill has
been delayed due to the ready-mix lorries not being able to traverse the lane, and it is
hoped, that with the help of the Council, the lane will be cleared and made up in the very
near future. Working parties take place on the third Sunday of the month, please ’phone
Dick on Weybridge 42074 for details.
River Wey. Grain traffic has returned to Cox’s Mill,at present loads of 50 tons can makeit
and with dredging now in progressit is is hoped that 70 tons, which is the break even point,
will be carried. The usual lock stoppages are expected in the period between Easter &
Whitsun, please contact the National Trust for details.
Kennet & Avon. Work has now started on Aldermaston Bridge and during the coming year
BWB will start on rebuilding Padworth Lock, similar to the work done at Shenfield, so
once again workis starting on this end of the canal.
River Thames. Winter stoppages include Mapledurhamm lock from 5th of Jan to 8th of
Feb; Days Lock 5th Jan to 9th March; Molesey Lock 19th Jan to 2nd Feb; Goring 16th Feb
to 8th of March.
The Thames Water Authority have just published their new list of Lock manning times for
next year, these are very much reduced from last year, with lock operation finishing at 7pm
in the summer months. It is also proposed that locks will be closed for chamber cleaning on
Wednesdays from 8 am to 9.30 am. The branch has lodged a very strong protest to these
times with the Authority and there is some doubt as to the legality of the lock closures for
cleaning as this restricts the Right of Navigation. The branch have recently completed a
survey of temporary mooring charges on the Thames, these range from £1. to £5 for 24
hours or part. Most of these are owned by local councils and objections will be made to
those councils who are deterring visitors to the river, and making it so expensive.
Grand Chandlery Auction With the success of the Auction last March when over £600
profit to the branch (NOT £66 as stated in summer Windlass) was made please make a note
in your diary for next year, March 29th, at the Guildford Waterside Centre, to pick up
your bargains.
Architect Wanted. The branch would like to hear from an architect who lives in the Surrey
area and who could possibly manage to do a few drawings for us. Volunteers please contact
Tony Davis on Weybridge 44261.
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Rallies 1981. The branch is going to
the area. Reading Waterways Festiv:
Avenue Reading. This is being o
percentage of the profits being dona
visit the site over the three days and :
moor on the promenade. A very f
parachute team,and the Branch ho
Council have also agreed to payvol
an hour, donated to the K & A Tri
listing lots of names and addresses
details. For boat owners the entry
entertainment on two evenings espec
Godalming Water Festival. This tal
opened by Robert Aickman. It will
Godalmingcelebrates it aniversary o'
programmeis expected and we hop:
further details contact Tony Davis ‹
announcement in Windlass 157.

Solent & Arun Branch !
Thursday 19 February. Joint meetin;
Way, Goring-by-sea at 7.30 pm.
Navigation and the Basingstoke Can
Friday 20 March. AGM at Fernleigh
official business Mike West will leac
off by a slide/ film presentation of th
Friday 10 April at St Bartholomews
pm. A presentation with slides and f
with a chance to hear about boathiri
Sunday 17 May Outing to Kennet an
Tyle Mill. Adults £6.00, Children $
and other points. Ring for details ar
Pulborough, West Sussex. Tel: Ashi

Chelmsford Branch Ne
Thursday8 January: Trinity House|
Thursday 12 February: AGM. Memt
Thursday 12 March: River Thames S
Thursday 9 April: Cruising in Circles

All meetings held at AEUW House, |
Diary Dates: The Annual General M

12 February, 1981, in AUEW House
News: Chelmsford Branch ran Ipswi
in Bary St. Edmunds on Friday 24 O
This was an Eastern Region event,
and the River Stour Trust taking |
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Region was also invited.
Our team of David Moore, David Johnson and John Gale and eight other members from
Chelmsford enjoyed the excellent visual Quiz and refreshments provided by the Ipswich
Branch, and the opportunity of meeting members from other areas.

Hertfordshire Branch News and Events.
Tuesday 20 January: Dont go to Blazes - John Webb.
Tuesday 17 February: Higher Avon - David Hutchings.
Tuesday 17 March: AGM followed by Regents Canal - Dr D Essex Lopresti.
Wednesday 25 March: Joint meeting with Grand Union Canal Society at Rickmansworth
Hockey Club, Scotts Hill, Rickmansworth (A412). Back Door Britain - Anthony Burton.
Obituary: It is with regret that the Branch Committee record the death of John Wilkinson
of Lee & Stort Cruisers Ltd., who died on 25 September. The Committee was represented
at the memorial service held on 9 October. John was a member of the Lee and Stort
Development Committee and IWA for many years and will be remembered for his
restoration of the Hallingbury Mill and its original machinery.
Boxmoor Rally: Whilst we await finalised accounts there are expectations that this years
successful Rally will produce about £1000 for Waterway projects.
Eastern Region Sports Council: The Branch will be represented on two Water Strategy
committees for the Lee & Stort and the Colne Valley, incl the lower GU Canal.

Kent & East Sussex Branch News & Events.
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Forthcoming Events.

East

January: Date and venue to be announced, but probably at Canterbury. An evening’s
entertainment by Ken Parrish and the working party regulars.
Wednesday 18 February: Branch Meeting and Film Show at Gravesend Sailing Club with

57F

Oliv

Lon

films from the Shell library. 7.30 for 8.00 pm.

Dou
32E
Ruis

Friday 10 February: Branch Meeting and Slide Show on Canal Cruising by John Morgan.
Venue is the ‘Elephant and Castle’’, White Hill Lewes, East Sussex. This the first Lewes
meeting for two years and we hope for your support. 7.30 for 8.00 pm.

Friday 20 March: Annual General Meeting. Venue not yet fixed, but as usual there will be
some entertainment after the formal business. Please let’s have a few more of you there
next year. 1979 was O K but 1980’s AGM attendance was abysmal.
Friday 24 April: Branch Annual Dinner at the Stour Centre, Ashford. Details in the
December news letter I should think. Can we maintain our record of top class Waterway
personalities as guest speakers! ?
1981 Fund Raising Proposals: In common with other Branches we have now lost the
annual capitation grant from Head Office and must take a more positive attitude towards
fund raising if we are to remain solvent.
We intend to hold the following fund raising events:- A small boat rally at Tonbridge in
late May which will penetrate as far as possible upstream. Here is a chance to exercise your
canoe, dinghy or small day boat.
A sponsored walk along the Royal Military Canal in June, probably based on Appledore.
A sponsored dig on the Basingstoke in September.
Would all Branch Publicity Officers and Secretaries please note, Windlass now has a new
“Around the Region” sub-editor. Her name and address are as follows:
Miss Valerie Dilnot, 53a Station Way, Cheam, Sutton, Surrey.
The Windlass 157 copy date is Janaury 1st, 1981 and all Branch Copy for this issue should
be sent to Miss Dilnot as above.
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Chairman

Kent & E Sussex

London

Chelmsford

Frank Greenhow
204a Kew Rd
Richmond
Surrey.
01-940 4318

David Moore
Reg Hallwood
50 Brewer St
12 Rectory Rd
Maidstone
Stanford le Hope
Kent
S-le-H 77729 H
01-592 4560 ext 114 Maidstone 670169

Vice-Chairman

Sales
Doug Harper
16 Homefield Close
Chelmsford
C’Ford 63976

Jean Twyman
3 Beaumont Rd.
Petts Wood
Orpington Kent
Orpington 31961

Hertfordshire

Oxford

Ian Thonger
3 Pendennis Court
Harpenden Herts
Harpenden 68816 H
01-953 6011 O

Morvyn Phi
3 Tatlings R
Steventon ‘
Abingdon 8
(0235) 2020:

Steve Willot
46 Mount Grace Rd
Potters Bar Herts
Potters Bar 5329 H
01-235 5184 O

Secretary

Michael Adams
97 Speer Rd
Thames Ditton
Surrey
01-398 7363

Charmian Monk
206 Dorset Ave
Chelmsford
C’ ford 76590

J Morgan
49 Hillbrow Rd
Ashford
Kent
Ashford 27594

Steve Willot
(see above)

Mrs Pam Pu
10 Vanner R
Witney Ox
Witney 7113
Kidlington 3

Treasurer

Ann Hancox
95 Grosvenor Court
London Rd
Morden Surrey
01-640 1446

Barry Lemon
7 Danbury Down
Basildon
Essex SS14 2TB
Basildon 23623

C Smith
22 Downs Rd
Northfleet
Southfleet 2336

Neil Jeffery

Maurice Per

36 Cravells Rd

Halyard Ho

Chris Cooper
16 Jarvis Field
Lt Baddow
Chelmsford
Danbury 3216

D Strivens
15 Quarry Rise
Tonbridge
Kent
Tonbridge 356412

Ken Craddock
42 Princes Way
Brentwood
Essex CM13 2JW

Anne Vernon
60 Hawkhurst Way
West Wickham
Kent

Brentwood 225782

01-777 5478

Publicity Officer

Membership
Secretary

Valerie Boudier
117 Raynham Ave
London N18
01-803 2702

ВЕ
Betty Adams
Len House
Social Secretary
69 Finsbury Park Rd 214 Broomfield Rd
London N2
Chelmsford
01-226 1775

Essex CM1 4DY

C’ford 35485/H
=

Conservation
Officer
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Planning Officer
David Wood
20 Walpole Rd
Twickenham Middx
01-894 4154

Digs
K Parish
53 Cromwell Rd
Canterbury
Canterbury 61609

Harpenden Herts
Faringdon R
Harpenden 64303 H Southmoor
01-709 9166 ext 473 O Longworth :

John Jarvis
27 Bedford Rd
Hitchin, Herts
Hitchin 59314 H
01-211 4572 О

lan Burgoyn
10 Bletchind
Islip Oxon 4
Kidlington 6
(08675)

Bernard Dean
82 Lingfield Rd
Martins Wood

Brian Roger
16 Ashdown
Grove

Stevenage Herts
Wantage
Oxon 0X12
Stevenage 54659 H
Welyn Gd 25100 ex334

Fred Hall
50 Elmwood
Sawbridgeworth
Herts
Bishops Stortford
724268
Richard Sherwood
61 Meadow Croft
Hatfield
Herts
Stevenage 51623
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We would like to wish
all our friends,

old and new,

A Happy Christmas
anda

Prosperous New Year.
All are invited to our

Open Day
on 10th and 11th January, 1981
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